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Wayne, I think the answer itself needs to be clarified. We identified certain documents and collections of
material to be taken off the web and ADAMS PARS before the web shut down. Obviously, once the entire
web shut down, we did not remove all the same material from PARS. However, all offensive information
originally identified was removed from both locations. I think the answer is still accurate with clarification.

>>> Wayne Davis 10/30/01 02:23PM »>>

Tom & Beth,
In response to the question:
"in the current set of Os and As for the Chairman to prepare for his Interview, there is'a statement
saying, "all material removed from our web was removed from ADAMS as well." Is this accurate?

Mindy is coordinating the effort to remove documents f romi public access but I'll answeir the question from
what I know.

Answer. No, it is not an accurate statemnent. Initial ly, prior to the week of October 8, specific documents
identified by technical staff as having potentially sensitive information were being removed from the
external Web site, the ADAMS Public Library (NOT ADAMS only the ADAMS Public Library), and the PDR
collection here at NRC..

H owever, during the week of October 12 the external Web site was totally shut down and brought back up
on October 17 with very limited information. The specific documents and categories of information
removed from the external Web site after it was brought down and before it was brought back up were not
necessarily also removed from the ADAMS Public Library. We continued to receive requests to remove.
specific documents from the ADAMS Public Library but nowhere near the total volumne or categories that
were removed from the Web.
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